Case Study

G10 SOLUTIONS
G10 Solutions is a one-stop-shop business mobile
phone specialist and a direct partner to the UK’s
major networks including EE, Vodafone and O2.
Specialising in business mobile phones, landlines,
broadband, and data solutions, G10 offer tailor
made solutions to cater for all business
telecommunication needs.
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The Challenge
G10 Solutions wasn’t offering their
customers any leasing solutions until
Chess introduced them to Simplicity
and Henry Howard Finance.
Six months prior to leasing through
Chess, they were having difficulties in
upgrading their existing base because
network commercials were low and
handset costs sky high.
“Ever increasing demand for the
newest iPhone models meant that,
no matter what trade they were in,
my customers wanted the latest
handsets” commented Rick Athwal,
Founder and Owner of G10 Solutions.

The Solution
G10 Solutions spent some time
looking around the U.K. market for
potential distributors to work with.
“I had spoken to various distributors,
but Chess Partner seemed very
friendly and their leasing solution
was very easy to use” said Rick
“They answered every question I had
and made it an easy choice to make.”
Setting up G10 Solutions to sell
Simplicity was an easy process.
Chess set up a meeting for G10

with Henry Howard Finance and
their dedicated Account Manager
visited G10’s office to set up their
account and demo the portal.
G10 made full use of the feature
rich portal and Rick from G10
Solutions stated “The portal is
fantastic. I couldn’t believe just
how simple it was to put our
orders through, its saved me a
lot of time.”

The Result
Simplicity has meant that G10
Solutions no longer worry about
increasing handset costs and
low commercials and have just
celebrated their best quarter
on record!
Selling Simplicity has also helped
their customers with monthly
costings and allows them to
upgrade to the latest technology
when they want to.
This quarter, G10 have started
selling Simplicity to every
customer in their base, upgrading
on all possible opportunities.
According to G10 Solutions
the financial difference of
implementing Simplicity has
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been visible and they would
never go back to what they were
doing before.
“Thanks to Simplicity, we’ve
seen a phenomenal 95%
customer retention rate and
every deal we’ve put forward
has had good feedback from
customers. But that’s not all,
customers are also happy with
the flexibility and transparent
pricing we can offer them with
Simplicity” concluded Rick.

The Future
When asked what he would
have done differently, Rick said
“I can’t think of a lot I would
change apart from doing it
sooner! I wouldn’t have thought
about offering leasing, but
Chess put the idea to me and the
benefits speak for themselves.”
Going forward G10 Solutions
are planning to continue
maintaining their base and visiting
customers. They’re also looking
into unified communications
such as cloud-based systems and
plan to be partnering with Chess
for these also.

About Chess Partner
Chess Partner was formed in June 2014 with the
acquisition of Avenir Telecom. As part of the Chess
Group, Chess Partner comprises of our Airtime
Distribution and Wholesale Divisions.
As the Number 1 Distribution Partner in the U.K. our
Airtime Division works with O2, EE and Vodafone to
offer our partners award-winning service and excellent
commissions. Some of the market leading products we
offer to airtime partners are the Internet of Things,
Digital Products, Smartphones, Leasing, Insurance, as
well as flexible billing solutions.
Our Wholesale Division has long standing strategic
partnerships with BT, Openreach and TalkTalk Business
to name a few. Our Wholesale Partners can choose from
an ever-growing portfolio of products ranging from WLR,
calls and connectivity to Cloud SMS and Cloud PBX.
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